SOURCE

East View Geospatial (EVG) houses the largest commercially available collection of authoritative mapping and digital geospatial content. We’ve established partnerships with dozens of domestic and foreign mapping agencies, commercial data providers, and industry leaders in GIS, Remote Sensing, and Cartography. We routinely provide GeoConsulting and sourcing services for maps and data at various scales and formats from all over the world. Our team can work with you to quickly identify the appropriate datasets for your application.

PRODUCTION

Our in-house production team builds and maintains high accuracy GIS data, 3D Models, Terrain and other geospatial datasets using a variety of sources including aerial photos and satellite imagery. From mobilizing the sources, to performing high quality and accurate feature extraction and detailed cartographic finishing, EVG can produce mapping over every corner of the world.

ANALYSIS

EVG is breaking new ground in the field of Big Data and AI. The ability to assess and react to events in real time provides organizations a competitive advantage and the opportunity to save time and money. From conducting change detection analysis to rapid imagery classification, we’re continually developing advanced techniques to automate the extraction, exploitation, and delivery of geoinformation.
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
- Current and historic large-scale (1:10K, 1:25K, 1:50K, 1:100K, 1:200K) topographic basemaps from authoritative national mapping agencies
- Very large-scale topographic mapping (1:2K, 1:5K); over Ukraine and many cities and towns including Sevastopol, Simferopol, Chernobyl
- Lithographic collection of Soviet Maps
- Terrain Analysis Reports of Ukraine

NAUTICAL CHARTS
- Local and global nautical and river charts (UNiO/GUNiO, other) in raster and vector format
- EVG maintains the latest nautical charts utilizing bathymetric data, seafloor DEM modeling, hydrographic survey, training charts and other publications

GEOSCIENTIFIC MAPS
- Geological mapping (1:200K, 1:1M) in GIS vector with explanatory notes; including latest “Third Generation” series
- Mineral and geophysical mapping
- Soil mapping

Datasets available in many formats including single paper sheets, vector, raster, GIS web services and more!

THEMATIC DATA & OTHER GEOSPATIAL DATASETS
- Authoritative boundaries and local geographic names, in native language and transliteration
- Current LandScan™ Global population data
- Countrywide navigational and POI data
- National and thematic atlases—print and e-book databases
- Statistical agency (central and local) publications, including rare provincial census reports
- Statistical, boundary and geographic name data at all levels (ADM 1/2/3/4)
- Trade and reference maps—local, authoritative, bilingual
- Carto-bibliographies and reference databases of all published maps in Russia
- Current and historical imagery

Need more information?
Contact us today!

ggeospatial@eastview.com  tel. +1.952.252.1205  fax +1.952.252.1202  geospatial.com